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MEETING SUMMARY: 
The ASTM draft November 2018 meeting minutes was distributed and approved. The agenda for the 
October 9, 2019 meeting was approved.  

The SC reviewed information from the 2019 annual epidemiology CPSC report on pool and spa 
drownings and submersions. There is little data in the report concerning portable pool or pool ladders. 
The SC chair summarized that portable pool injury data from the 2019 report has similar findings to 
previous years with few ASTM F15.60 portable pool incidents and no CR ladder access incidents. 

In the fall of 2018, a consumer recorded videotape of a CR ladder incident was reviewed and discussed 
in the SC. The video showed the CR ladder being scaled by a toddler through the use of wedging the foot 
in slots (no toe or foot holds) and using arm strength to pull upward. Additionally, a review of the 
remedial CR design from the manufacturer was described. The manufacturer’s redesign was a panel 
with no slots to act as a foot wedge and no protrusions or slots for hand holds.   

The SC continues review performance requirements for portable pool CR ladders. Dotty Drago 
suggested that manufacturer’s designs in CR ladders may not require specific requirements as 
evidencing by the data. CPSC HF staff, Sharon White, provided suggestions for performance 
requirements for portable pool CR ladders related to several key issues 1) indents and protrusions to 
prevent hand/footholds; 2) potential grab points on the exterior/sides of the ladder, and 3) openings to 
prevent handholds/footholds.  

• CPSC staff suggested that the handholds should be prioritized because children may be able to 
establish a knee-hold or foothold, but they need the handholds to pull themselves up to the top 
the barrier by the arms and hands.   

• The SC discussed finger grasp ability in young child when climbing objects. CPSC staff suggested 
considering a requirement that would allow a maximum space between vertical/horizontal bars 
for a CR ladder to be less than 0.21 inches to prevent finger/handholds. Dottie Drago stated that 



this measurement is very close to finger probe measurements CPSC uses to determine finger 
accessibility by young children.   

• Additionally, the SC discussed requirements for indents and protrusions to prevent 
handholds/footholds. CPSC staff suggested that indents/protrusions should have a 0.23 inches 
depth or less. Dottie Drago proposed to compare this suggested dimension to those in the 
Playground Standard to determine if the proposed dimensions align with those in the standard.  

Also, the SC discussed the potential grab points on the exterior/sides of the ladder.  CPSC staff 
suggested that the maximum space between vertical bars be less than 0.21 inches to prevent 
finger/handholds on the sides of the ladder.  CPSC staff also suggested that there should be no 
indentions .23 inches or greater in depth and no protrusions 0.23 inches or greater in depth 
from the horizontal. CPSC staff were tasked with providing anthropometric data on reach height 

There was a discussion on the slope of the CR ladder to prevent climbing. Based on information 
provided by the manufacturer, the 2018 video had an angle of 17.5 degrees from the vertical. A steeper 
angle of a CR ladder could be less than 17.5 degrees from the vertical, however there was concern that 
adults may have difficulty climbing a vertical ladder. More vertical slope information would need to be 
reviewed to prevent general population falls. CPSC staff were tasked with adult ladder angle review. The 
SC members recommended that the performance requirements be placed in an annex. 

Next Steps:  
The ASTM F15.60 SC member will continue activities in CR ladder and ladder falls in the general 
population.  The next teleconference meeting is scheduled for November 26 at 2pm   
  


